
Exhibia Online Auctions For Brand New Amazon
Merchandise Launched
In all pay auctions, every participants
pays, 1 person wins and the rest
complains.

MIAMI, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,
September 6, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Exhibía ® is the first all pay online
auctions app officially approved by
Facebook. Viva la "competitive social
shopping" Watch your back eBay, here
comes Exhibía.

All the hype is around Exhibía's
groundbreaking Facebook all pay auction
app which integrates a truly
"Competitive" approach to online retail
through competitive social bidding. In all-
pay-auctions every participant pays, one
user wins and the rest complains.
Visitors to the site are immediately
enthralled with Exhibia winners page and
the opportunity to win top selling Amazon
merchandise and Amazon giftcards from
popular US retailers. Guests utilize an
authentic 1-click bidding system at
Exhibía competitive social shopping
which is now open for people who want
to shop and enjoy friendly, honest
competition.

Bidders are able to purchase bid
packages that will help fund an item of
interest and place it in sequence for the
next live auction. Other features like,
Exhibía's "Wish List" provides instant
notification via text, email or Facebook
message when a desired item becomes
available for bidding.

So what is wrong with the status quo?
"Bots" or "Shills" which are the scourge

of the online 1-click auction industry are a type of "fake bidder" created by an auction house to ensure
that enough customer paid bids are used before the items are won and the bidding session is closed.
Exhibía eliminates the need for these nasty digital impostors by utilizing a patented "prefunding step"
which is the same as buying bid packages towards an item of interest. Once the prefunding threshold

is reached for that item, the item is opened for auction. In
addition to prefunding, Exhibia.com utilizes a 3rd party
verification for every guest who must be either Facebook or
Google authenticated to verify that there is no “robot” bidders.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.exhibia.com
https://www.exhibia.com
https://www.exhibia.com/auctions/winners.html/
https://www.exhibia.com/auctions/giftcard/amazon/738-100-amazon-giftcard-ga-winner68.html/


Exhibía is the world's first and only prefunded bidding fee auction service.

Exhibía creates a portal into a new frontier of retail utilizing Mr. John Nash's dollar auction game from
the 1950s. We are dedicated to take down infringers by force if necessary, and to take Dr. Nash's
game to a completely whole new level to what has already been an exceptional organic growth in
more than 120 different countries. With the help of predator drones, it is our very real expectation to
make this new project our most epic retail success story yet, Join exhibía Winners and get 3 free
bonus bids!

After receiving a well-appreciated nod from Facebook & Google & Nasdaq and Adweek, “Exhibia
Brings Real-Time Social Bidding to Facebook” was introduced to the world formally May 25, 2015 by
Adweek. These series of media attention turned the tide of interest away from existing bid sites mired
in controversy and plagued with dishonest techniques towards Facebook and Google bidder
authentication technologies.

For more information about competitive social shopping, register now and get 3 bonus bids at
https://www.exhibia.com.

The executive team at Exhibía® and the Social Shopping Network® want to thank the loyal members
whose actions helped in leveling the playing field during an exclusive beta test of our patent.
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